
To learn more, visit sensespa.com. To book an unforgettable spa getaway, call 888-ROSEWOOD (888.767.3966),
visit rosewoodhotels.com or contact your travel professional. Ask about the “More Rosewood” complimentary night

offer or the “Rosewood Escapes” special daily rate with breakfast offer. Rosewood gift cards available online.
Saluting 15 years of Spa magazine

For more than 20 years, Rosewood Hotels & Resorts®  has been rejuvenating guests in one-of-a-kind 
style at its spa destinations throughout its international collection of ultra-luxury hotels and resorts. 
In 2008, Rosewood debuted its own spa brand, Sense® , which was developed based around four key 
driving principles:

A Sense of Tradition. Rosewood’s wealth of experience and commitment to nurturing personal well-being 
are at the heart of Sense spas.

A Sense of Place®. Designed to enhance every aspect of a guest's experience by reflecting the local 
environment, each Sense  spa is bestowed with one-of-a-kind ambience, style and attention to detail. 
A Sense spa is an exceptionally unique sanctuary - instantly welcoming and individual in character with 
treatments and services that honor local traditions in healing and incorporate indigenous natural elements.

A Sense of Balance. Sense spas deliver services that are dedicated to stimulating the fine balance 
between life, nature and spirit by integrating spiritual well-being and serenity into the traditional spa 
experience. The ultimate place to improve harmony in one‘s world, a Sense spa embraces, nurtures and 
enhances balance by offering restorative environs, thoughtful amenities and unmatched treatments.
 
A Sense of Individuality. Sense spas take a personalized approach, customizing encounters to one‘s 
individual needs. A visit to a Sense spa is a personal journey tailored to achieve ultimate results.

Over the years, Rosewood’s entire collection of spas has garnered an impressive number of accolades 
and awards from prominent spa and travel publications. Take a Sense spa journey of your own to 
experience why.

a Spa journey

29 Spa at The Mansion on Peachtree 
Atlanta

Sense® at The Carlyle
New York

Sense® at Rosewood Little Dix Bay
Virgin Gorda, B.V.I.

Sense® at Rosewood San Miguel de Allende
Mexico

Sense® at Jumby Bay
Antigua

The Spa at Rosewood Tucker’s Point
Bermuda

The Spa at The Crescent
Dallas

Sense® at Rosewood Sand Hill
Menlo Park, California

The Spa at Las Ventanas al Paraíso
Los Cabos, Mexico

Sense® at Rosewood Hotel Georgia - Coming Soon
Vancouver

Sense® at Rosewood Mayakobá
Riviera Maya, Mexico

Sense® at CordeValle
San Martin, California


